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CNC Plasma Tube Machine
Profi -Line Plasma

Pipe- and Square-CNC-Pipe Cutting Machine CNC Tube S3
Our pipe- and square-CNC-pipe cutting machine processes
square 120 x 120 mm as well as round pipes (from Ø30 mm to Ø150 mm) 
and is equipped with self patented square pipe chuck.

Fully machined rail and rack positioning, Machine mechanism precision smal-
ler than 0.02mm to promise cutting precision.

Features

▪   Panasonic drives 400w x 5
▪ FFL 4 axis control system
▪ Self patented square pipe chuck
▪ Two chucks clamping structure.

VKR1

Perfectly cut square and round pipes in the workshop by one machine!
Any design of holes and end cuts can be plasma cut on the Tube-SS.
The cutting diameter of the square tube is 30-120mm, and the cutting
diameter of the round tube is 150mm. The quality of the machine is
exceptional. The quality and the consistency in the cut are
outstanding. For shops that fabricate with tube and pipe, the Tube-SS
is the essential tool for success.

CNC SQUARE & ROUND PIPE PLASMA CUTTINGMACHINE

Essential CNC Tube Production Machine

Cutting Capacity

Plasma cutting
Pipe length

6m

Round pipe

Two-way Centering Adjustment Chuck

Pipe OD
30-150mm

The front chuck of TUBE-SS is a two-way centering adjustment chuck,
which can clamp 10-120mm rectangular pipe and 10-150mm diameter
round pipe. Both directions can be manually adjusted separately.
Through the hexagonal wrench, the clamping adjustment of the chuck
in one direction is respectively realized. The guiding device is two
upper silver linear guides and 4 linear sliders.

Pipe OD:
30-120mm

Square pipe

1. Fully machined rail and rack positioning, Machine mechanism precision smaller

than 0.02mm. to promise cutting precision.

2. Hiwin Square rails for high precision transmission.

3. Helical gear and rack combination, minimize resonance, smooth movement for

good cutting quality.
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Modell Tube S3

Supply voltage AC220V / 50/60HZ /single-phase

Input Power 2800W

Cutting Speed depending on material thickness and power source

Moving Speed 0-8000mm/min.

Rotational Speed 60 RPM

Axis 5-axis

Pipe size (round pipe) Ø 30 mm to Ø 150mm

Pipe size (square pipe) 120 mm x 120 mm

Pipe lenght 3000 mm (can be customized 6000 mm)

Cutting precision ≤±0,05 to 1 mm

Tolerance ≤±0,2

* Axis: 5 axis, one axis for feeding, one axis for hori-
zontal moving, one axis for lifting torch, 2 axis for 
rotation.

Note: need two axis for pipe rotation because when 
cutting small pipes, if one rotation axis, that may 
twist pipe.

incl. Software
- Software: FL-TubeMaster
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